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Origin
The MiG-15 was developed by the Soviets after World War 

Two using acquired aerodynamics from the Germans and engine 
technology from Britain. As in 1946, Soviet designers were 
finding it impossible to perfect the German-designed axial-
flow jet engine, and new airframe designs from Mikoyan were 
threatening to outstrip development of the engines to power 
them. Soviet aviation minister Mikhail Khrunichey and aircraft 
designer A.S. Yakovlev suggested to Premier Joseph Stalin the 
USSR buy advanced jet engines from the British. Stalin is said to 
have replied, “What fool will sell us his secrets?”

However, he gave his consent to the proposal and Mikoyan, 
engine designer Vladimir Klimov, and others travelled to the 
United Kingdom to request the engines. To Stalin's amazement, 
the British government were perfectly willing to provide technical 
information and a licence to manufacture the Rolls-Royce 
‘Nene’. This engine was reverse-engineered and produced as 
the Klimov RD-45, subsequently incorporated into the MiG-15. 
When introduced into the Korean War it was the first swept wing 
jet fighter to be deployed in theatre and with a maximum speed 
of over 660 mph was only matched when the F-86 Sabre was 
introduced. It is estimated that over 18,000 MiG-15s have been 
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Fan-tastic 'Fagot'
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this MiG-15 500 
Class EDF jet from 
Max Thrust

produced worldwide and the plane was used by many countries.
Now I have a soft spot for the MiG-15 and I’ve already owned 

two other similar models from other manufacturers, which are 
great fliers if not a little fragile, so when asked if I’d like to review 
this larger variant from Max Thrust imported by Century UK it 
took me about a nanosecond to say, “Yes please!”

The Model
The kit is available in two colour schemes and comes either as 

a basic airframe only, or a Plug and Play (PNP) version complete 
with servos, fan, motor and ESC, only requiring you to provide 
a 4-cell 2200 to 2500 mA LiPo and Rx of your choice. The plane 
is also designed to accept a set of screw jack retracts that are 
available as an extra optional purchase, and these were supplied 
with the review kit.

The MiG arrived in a plain box of the now usual foam container 
to protect all the parts, and fitted with a cardboard lid. There 
was no artwork on our box, but the production models have nice 
colourful box artwork. Inside as in addition to the well-packed 
components there was a colourful flyer showing the two colour 
schemes with an outline specification, plus a single A4 sheet 
manual that shows the main parts and has some small photos to 

Model was well packaged; note information and instruction sheets All parts were protected in sturdy plastic bags
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aid assembly.
A pilot was not included with this early production model, but 

they are available now and included in later kits.

Fitting the Retracting Undercarriage
As noted earlier the review model was supplied with the 

optional retracts and the fixed undercarriage was also in the box 
as standard, should you require it. The steerable spring nose leg 
was already fitted but the main landing gear had to be installed. 
The wings came with some foam blanks in the wheel wells, so if 
you were building the fixed undercarriage version you wouldn’t 
be left with large holes in the wing, but these are just a snug fit, 
and easily removed.

The retracts are the new breed of electric ‘screw jack’ (or ‘worm 
drive’) operated units and I couldn’t resist hooking these up to my 
receiver and giving them a test. They work very smoothly, if a little 
noisily and at a fairly slow pace, much better than servo-operated 
retracts, which can snap open and shut and can be a fiddle to 
adjust. I can see these being fitted to many more models in the 
future. A wiring harness is preinstalled to allow all three retracts 
to be hooked up to the gear channel on your Rx. The retracts are 
fixed into the wing recesses onto the same hardwood bearers as 
the fixed undercarriage, but they are a tight fit and produced a 
slight bulge in the top of the wing. Also, in the retracted position 
the mains didn’t go fully flush into the wing with the scale legs 
fitted, but they are a lot neater than a fixed undercarriage! 
However, they do retract flush if using the wire legs.

Let’s Get Gluing
The aileron servos were already fitted so the wings were now 

ready to glue on using a carbon tube through the fuselage for 
additional support. These were a good fit and attached using 
the glue supplied, which was like a small plain tube of UHU-Por. 
It’s not an overly generous tube so you need to use it carefully 
to ensure you don’t run out. The lower section of the box makes 
a good support for the model for the rest of the build, once the 
main wings are on.

Next the fin and elevators are simply glued on into their 
respective slots. The elevator is fairly high up the rudder fin and 
operated by a couple of control snakes, which run to the elevator 
servo under the canopy. A neat touch is that the fin has a section 
that hasn’t been fully glued so it can be pulled open to assist in 
threading the control snakes. Once in position this section is then 
glued in.

Hooking up the elevator servo is a bit of a fiddle due to the 
space restrictions. The pushrod connector is fitted to the 
underside of the servo arm and both control wire snakes have 
to be threaded through and secured. Essentially you have to 
work out the position of the snakes, disconnect them from the 
elevators, remove the servo horn, fit the snakes and then refit the 
horn and elevators. Incidentally the thread on the clevis end was 
a self-tapping type thread and hence the adjustment at that end 
is quite coarse, but once installed it worked well enough.

Avionics
Hooking up the receiver is made easier as all the leads are pre-

run to where it sits and are all labelled and although no rudder is 
fitted, five channels are required so rudder channel can control 
the steerable nose leg. The ailerons are on a Y-lead that is 

Battery and Rx bay underneath canopy, sturdy Velcro, battery retaining strap, 
ESC and elevator servo were all pre fitted; note the useful labels on wiring loom 
to aid hook-up

One of the mains spring screw jack retracts, very neat

Wing panel, showing fixed undercarriage installation, and 
removable foam blank in place if this option is used

Retract installed, note scale wheel leg doesn’t quite fully retract

Plenty of space for a 4S 2650 mAh 20C LiPo and with no canopy 
issues with the thinner battery fitted
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Main wings on and retracts fitted

Enough power to easily overcome the small wheels 
on the grass strip, and suitably Soviet conditions

Business end showing upspecified outrunner and 6-blade fan; this 
unit runs very smoothly and is powerful

Air-intake is slightly over-scale for 
improved efficiency

lighter fixed undercarriage but there is enough room to move the 
battery a few mm forward if required.

Chocks Away
The first flight test was in mid December and the weather was 

suitably Soviet, with sub zero temperatures and the ground was 
not only as hard as nails but had frozen after being churned up 
by the sheep that share our field. It was akin to taking the full 
size off a frozen ploughed field. But as there was no wind and 
the light was great for taking the flight shots the smoothest part 
of the strip was found the MiG lined up and the taps opened. 
It accelerated briskly away and then the nose wheel hit a large 
hole and promptly collapsed. The undercarriage was cycled and 
it was working again, so we attempted to smooth some of the 
rough and try again, this time holding full up elevator to keep the 
weight off the nose leg as much as possible. This time the MiG 
accelerated down the runway and was away at what seemed like 
a fairly slow airspeed. It was apparent from the moment it left the 
ground that this is one sweet handling plane with no detectable 
vices, the controls were responsive and smooth and only required 
a couple of clicks of trim for level flight. Power was more than 
adequate and after only a couple of circuits I had no concerns 
bringing it in for low, slow passes for the photographs.

The aircraft has a very good sit in the air and the speed seems 
just right for this model; brisk but not ballistic, but with plenty in 
reserve for large loops and axial rolls. Too soon my timer went off 
and as I brought it round for a landing the LVC cut in and reduced 
the power so no chance of going round again, so wheels down 
and bring it in. Keeping the speed up I came in a bit fast and 
overshot the runway, so I tucked the wheels up and did a belly 
landing in the longer grass, and this showed the plane can be 
landed very slowly and has great slow speed handling.

On the next flight the nose leg collapsed again and then after 
this further hammering protested by deciding not to retract.

already fitted, but if you wanted to use separate channels on your 
receiver then you would need to change the aileron extension 
leads before gluing the wings in place. The receiver sits on the 
plywood battery support just behind the flight battery position. 
This has Velcro tape already installed for securing the receiver 
and LiPo.

The distributors recommend the use of 2.4 GHz radio with this 
model, therefore I opted to use a full range Spektrum AR6200 
receiver and put the satellite receiver alongside the battery. 
There is plenty of room for the receiver and there should be no 
problems installing units from other manufacturers. Always make 
sure you do a range check at different power settings before 
flying.
Powering

Power is from a 4-cell 2200 to 2500 mAh LiPo (not supplied). 
I initially went with 30C 2350 mAh ‘Tipple’ cells. These have 
spacers between the packs and are 31 mm deep, so I had to 
remove some of the foam from the canopy where the retaining 
strap went, but even then it was apparent on the test flight that 
this battery stopped the canopy from going fully home and the 
magnets weren’t able to restrain it fully on the initial test flight. 
Some 22 mm deep 2600 mAh Turnigy cells have subsequently 
been used without any issues.

The plane is quoted as being 500 class and I’m not sure if that 
equates to the power or motor diameter, but my Watt meter 
showed that the 2350 mAh 4S combo gave just over 600 Watts at 
40 Amps. The model came out 10 g under the quoted weight of 
1050 g including the retracts, this gives a power-to-weight ratio of 
just over 250 Watts per pound, so no shortage of power then.

All that was left to do was check the C of G and wait for some 
decent weather. Interestingly the measurement for the C of G is 
given from the nose of the fuselage rather than the normal wing 
leading edge, and with the wing sweep this is perhaps a good 
thing. The plane balanced in the correct spot without the need for 
any additional nose weight. I didn’t check the balance with the 
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Minor Maintenance
By now the nose leg retract was only working intermittently so 

I stripped it down to investigate. I could see that a large knock 
could cause the cam to jump out, and this in itself is easily reset, 
but the hammering by the hard rough ground had also caused 
one of the micro-switches to operate intermittently, so I cleaned 
this up and got it working again.

In early January the ground thawed and we were able to fl atten 
down some of the rough edges off the strip, even though it was 
still pretty bumpy. This time there were no retract problems and 
the MiG got away easily and I was able to further explore the 
fl ight envelope. This only confi rmed my earlier fi ndings that this 
is a very nice fl ier; responsive, smooth, with excellent slow speed 
handling.

It’s also worth noting that although it has some typical EDF 
whine, it isn’t intrusive and at times the noise the air makes 
moving through the fan is almost turbine like.

Summary
I like the MiG-15 and this model is a really nice compromise; a 

good size but still using reasonably priced LiPos. The retracts, 
whilst not retracting fully into the wing, really do add to the 
experience, and under normal circumstances I wouldn’t have 
originally maidened the plane off our frozen strip in the condition it 
was fl own, but press deadlines dictated (it’s a tough job honest).

If you fl y off tarmac or a smooth grass strip then I’m sure the 
retracts will give many hours of satisfactory operation. Overall I 
think Century have got a winner here and I can’t wait for some 
better weather to get some more fl ight time with it. RCMW

Climbing away with ample power in reserve

Wheels retract at a steady speed

Low fl yby on maiden, note canopy has 
come slightly loose

Plenty of power for large jet-like loops

Good aileron response means rolls are crisp

  SPECIFICATION

SPEC.

Wingspan: 942 mm (37.1")
Wing Chord: 200 mm (7.9") approx
Wing Area: 0.176 sq m (270 sq in)
Length: 940 mm (37")

INFORMATION
Model Name: MiG-15 500 Class
Manufacturer: Max Thrust
Distributor: Century UK
Price UK: £159.99 Plug & Play (Red or Silver)
 £89.99 Airframe only (Red or Silver)
Optional Retracts (electric worm-drive):
Retract Unit Set (3): £39.99
Scale Leg Set (3):  £44.99 
Items are also available separately if required:
Single Retract:  £14.99
Single Leg:  £17.99

R/C FUNCTIONS
9 g servos
1 Ailerons (2 servos)
2 Elevator
3 Throttle (ESC)
4 Nose leg Steering
5 Retracts (Optional)

Century UK
www.centuryuk.com

01795 437056

Contact

TEST

Dislikes
Only minor, personal whinges
Likes
Good size
Easy assembly
Optional retracts
Flying characteristics
Realistic sound

Target Weight: 1050 g (2 lb 5 oz)

INFO
Model Type: EDF Classic Jet
Motor: 500-size brushless outrunner
Power: 70 mm 6-blade fan/45 A ESC
Battery: 2300~2650 mAh 4S LiPo 
Construction: Moulded EPO Foam
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